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ABSTRACT
Experiments with a Butterfly typ* a .borne 
MTI show that, for off the ground track view?.;. , frequency 
analysis of the video signal is equivalent ‘to narrow 
beam radar« Effective resolution of about 0«;;. degrees 
has been experimentally demonstrated, and this is by no 
means the limit®
A 600 xnph aircraft, observing the ground at an 
azimuth angle of 30 with respect to the ground track, can 
resolve two ground targets, 1/lOth degree apart* if a 
frequency resolution of 1$ cps is attained® A coherent 
pulse transmission system is essentials,
Moving targets are displaced in the! apparent 
azimuth due to their motion with respect to tde ground,,
In its roost simple form therefore, the proposed system 
would be most useful in studying terrain®
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I• Introduction
Conventional radar is handicapped in modern air­
craft due to the aerodynamic problems presented by a wide 
aperture antenna. However, the high velocity of the air­
craft causes, for certain aspect angles, an appr ciable 
difference in the doppler frequency shift between two points 
on the ground that differ only slightly in a* inn h* Frequency 
analysis of the echos from the two points permit; them to be 
separately observed even though the radar beam 1; very broad 
in azinuitho
If H Is the angle between the velocity < actor V of 
the aircraft and the direction to a point reflee or fixed on 
the ground, then the relative velocity of the aircraft and this 
point to the ground Is ¥ cos / « For x-band* taa doppler shift 
in cycles per second between the transmitted and ?sceived fre­
quencies is 29 V cos (f if V Is In miles per hour. Two point 
targets located h / radians apart have a differenoe in their 
doppler‘shifts of « 29 V sin ¡f Aif * Cf l? cps S.3 the
resolution possible In aha analysis of the doopi ^  frequencies, 
and if V ~ 600 miles per hour, and { * 30°, then ii = 
radians — 1/10 degree«. Thus, the echos from ¿wo joints separated 
only 1/10 degree In can be resolved«" For 16 altitudes,
J and azimuth angle are nearly the same« For ~ 90°* one 
can resolve 1/20 degree if the target is at great enough range
* The angular .resolution of the human eye is at ocxl--* tv '■
1/fO ^greee
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so that it is illuminated long enough. However, there is 
practically no azimuth resolution near the ground track since 
sin if is small®
At 1+ miles range, l/lG degree correspcrds to only 
37 feet© If a 0®1 microsecond pulse Is used, the rang© 
resolution is about 50 feet® A system x^ith this resolution 
would show a great deal of detail on the ground®
An essential requirement of such a system is that 
duration of the signal received from any one target is great 
enough to make possible the determination of the doppler fre­
quency to the required accuracy®
IIo Experimental Results
Recent flights with a B-26 at the Control Systems 
Laboratory have shown that the system described above is at 
least In principle, attainable® The x-band rada used nad a 
7^ degree beam,, 4 microsecond pulse, a range gate, box-car 
circuit, audio amplifier and tape recorder® (This equipment 
is called the Butterfly MTI® ) Moving targets nj.at” with each 
point in the ground clutter*’* included in the illuminated patch 
which is about one puls 3 length long and one beam width wide. 
Tne moving target with * large enough radial ground speed
* CSL Report 18, by C. 1 o Shervjin, MElementary rI r.eory of Clutter 
and Moving Targets using Frequency Analysis”; iso 
CSL Report 1% by J® J® Kbvaly, W 0 G. Prothe, E M„ Lyman and 
C« 11 e Sherwin, nExperimental Frequency Analysis of Ground 
Clutter and Moving Targets for Non-Coheront Airborne Radar1'.
f\wr
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provides a coherent signal at an appreciably different fre­
quency than any point in the clutter itself« It acts like a 
carrier, separating the clutter spectrum from the inter-clutter 
modulation* Thus, the audio spectrum of a moving target signal 
displays, when frequency analysed, the frequency spectrum of 
the illuminated clutter*
Figure 1 shows the spectrum of a moving target observed 
in a small city® The sharp peaks in the spectrum are due to
strongly reflecting points in the clutter. For his case
■
A  f * 10 to 15 cps and corresponds to 0*3 to ak$ degrees 
azimuth resolution* This is about 20 times better resolution 
than is normally obtainable from the 7| degree beam.
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Figo 1 Moving Target in Urban Are
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IIIo A Proposed System: Broad Non~Scanning Rad r Beam
We assume a low altitiide 600 mph aircraft, a nonu­
se arming 20° beam centered 30° off the ground track; a coherently 
transmitted 0ol microsecond pulses x - b a n d K C  pulse recurrence 
frequency» Also assume box«car demodulation equ pmentj, and a 
bank of audio filters wiich will continuously analyse t,ie audio 
spectrum of the terrain echos which Is beating with a coherent 
oscillator located in tie airplane»
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Vie have chosen fr » 2/3 fmar so the two images wli riot overlap near 
fy/2. Here tnare is some o' erlap between fm«r, and the inter­
clutter modulation* which no ana that the radar bear is a little 
too wide,. Note: since r. ( «  2 9  V cos ¿fr ., ) 3 p r o p o r t i - in a l to
aircraft v e lo c it y  and9 to ma vo id  image o v e rla p  a t  f«/2» we re q u ire  
bhat fj, *= 2/3 f m «  -y *  t cere fo re  th e  p <> r  ••> f  •  m u st be p -oportin i tc  
a t r c r a f t  nrouhd speed
JTtP m  u KPT TAT.  ^Q to b. •  i  r>
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Thus, as Fig« 4. shows^ the frequency transformation 
due to the affects of sampling permit a bank of filters in 
the£Y to 5.*iKC region to detect the desired spectrum« It is 
separated from the "noise51 due to the inter-clutter modulation«
•i*
The "window" in the clutter noise, (in this case, between^/KD 
and ^ i'KD) sets a limit on the maximum radar beam width that can 
be used« Also the p.r,f® must, in general, be adjusted to 
suit the aircraft ground speed, and the viewing angle, if •
These considerations complicate the use of the system« However, 
it still may have some special purpose applications where high 
resolution is unobtainable by any direct method,,
IV® Limitations on Resolution
This section considers those factors which limit the 
resolution of the frequency analysis system® V© shall use the 
system described in the last section as a concrete exar^le®
We assume a non-accelerating aircraft nd a fixed 
point on the ground« The fixed point will return signals for 
a time T which is approximately the time needed the aircraft
to travel one pulse length (50 feet, see Fig« 2.) We a iso
assume that the dopoler frequency of the echos from the point 
in question will be measured by a. tuned circuit wnich is 
A f cps wide at half power (such as a vibrating reed, or a 
resonant steel rod, for example)«
There are other operations which could >a performed 
on the returned signal which /ould determine thr iopplex fre-
aney to a higher accuracy than will the simple filter« For 
-'S cu ^r* 'tr AjJhJt&Vv&ek f+ X iP j W yc  , 4q a lk  * •
,)NF IDENTIA L 19 -7
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exarrple, on© could measure the time between aero crossings 
and could well get higher precision than the simple filter 
permits« The precision of such a procedure depends on the 
number of samples ("hits'1 on the target) and also on the noise 
level« However, the filter system is, in principle, both 
simple and reliable, and we shall consider it tc be the method 
used® It is easy to show that for this situation the over«» 
riding consideration limiting freqiiency resolution is simply 
the duration of the doppler signal«,
which lasts for T seconds! has a frequency , and has zeroo
values going bo both plus and minus infinity« Its frequency 
spectrum, by Fourier transformation is
where p {u> ) is the power in a frequency inteval au> centered 
at th a
The width A f of the principle peak (centered a t ^ Q ) 
between the half power points is
A filter centered at u)- with the sane -tdth.Afao » »
will accept meat of the power in the spectrum h id a similar
Consider a sinusoidal wave train of amplitude A
19-6
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filter centered at either (u>Q +Af) or -Af) will accept
only a small part of the power« Thus, the duration T of the
signal sets the limit on frequency resolution,
The actual filter, however, does not receive a pure
sine wave of duration T, but a "box-carred" wave form, due to
sampling action of the pulsed radar of recurrence frequency
fp<> Consequently the frequency*spectrum impressed upon the
filter is that shown in Figure £, f is frequency of the signal®o
o
Fig® 5» Frequency Spectrum of Finite Duration 
Sinusoidal Wave Train after Sampling 
and nbox~cai*.rihgM o
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Note that the sampling rate fp does not affect the 
width A f  of the signal peakst but merely controls the location 
of the "image frequencies", and of course, intx*oduces the usual 
ambiguity In the determination of fo« Thus, thought It is only 
with high fr that one can measure any really useful range in fQ, 
nevertheless the frequency resolution (and therelore the azimuth 
resolution) does not depend upon f^®
Considering tne simple system in Figa 2 we note that it 
takes o057 seconds for the 600 mph aircraft to cross on8 pulse length 
(-^50 feet) thus the frequency resolution is, (C09)(l/«057) - 16 cps« 
This corresponds to l/lO degree resolution in azimuth at ^ e 30°®
A bank of 200 filters, each with a A f of cps, will 
cover the range of 3 KC (or 20 degrees) and make use of all the 
resolution of which the system Is capable0 These filters each 
have a time constant of 85 °021 second., Thus, the signal
duration is 2®? "time constants" long® The filter will build up 
to nearly its maximum amplitude on the current signal and will 
have "forgotten" the signal from the last range element® This 
of course must be the case since t-.e resolution 1 selected to 
match the signal duration«)
Thera must be no radial acceleration of the aircraft 
with respect to the target in excess of Goij. g If /e want the audio
tone to frequency*»modul£ite less than 10 cpa In 0 )6 seconds«
During the 0«06 seconds observation tlms the azimuth 
position of a point on the ground changes by /I th degree, or
# At 300 mph, the signal lasts twice as long and can be defined to 
Q cps, resulting trier fora, In the same azimuth resolution®
Thus the theoretically attainable azimuth resolution Is Independ­
ent of ground speed* In practice, aircraft ac:cloration 
probably seta a limit, so© below«
. Qj . jGD EhTXA1* 19-10
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10 cps o Thus, all fixed targets are frequency nodulated 
slightly due to the aircraft velocity.
Moving targets will not appear at their true azimuth* 
Since the radar set measures range and frequency it has no way 
of accurately determing azimuth. If one knows exactly the 
direction and relative radial velocity of any point, one can 
compute its azimuth position. In the system discussed here,
10 cps corresponds to X/l5 degree. A radial velocity of 1 mph 
will cause a doppler shift of 29 cps, and an azimuth error of 
0.19 degreeso A target with a radial velocity of 10 miles per 
hour will be displaced In azimuth by 1.9 degrees. For this 
broad beam system there is no direct method of distinguishing 
fixed and moving targets. Thus, the most obvious use for a 
set of this type is for studying the terrain*, etc», In those 
cases where moving targets are of secondary interest.
V » Display
The display for the simple equipment described here 
could be a persistant screen cathode ray tube« The radar beam 
would remain fixed, and the scanning would be provided by the 
aircraft motion. We have assumed that only one range interval 
is sampled, operated on by a box-car circuit, and finally 
analysed with a bank of filters. The cathode ray sweep would 
trace an arc, shaped like the illuminated patch*, an the screen. 
Simultaneously, tne intensity of the scope is me ilated by a 
circuit which is examln ngs in sequence, the state of excitation 
of each of the 200 filters , This sweep is slow s Ince 1. t lias to
Oii ’ /.'p'SNTIAL - 19-11
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be produced only once every 0«,0£7 seconds. It’s necessary, 
but not pronounced, non-linear qualities are therefor© 
relatively easy to produce. After one sweep is concluded, the 
pattern is repeated with a slight shift in position corresponding 
to the aircraft velocity, as shown in Fig, 6, After filling 
the screen, the sweep starts over, painting a new area«,
Fig, 6 Display
20° beam, centered 
30° off the ground
A
A-mCPÆTT
track, range I; miles
A moving film camera focused on a single curved 
trace would record a continuous strip map of the ground area 
being scanned,.
In order to get true azimuth position of points, on© 
must know the ground speed« and heading of the aircraft. An 
APN-66 system gives %his accurately and automatically. Also
«4* £  ■
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it is clear that additional navigation equipnent Is essential 
since this high resolution radar, like a telescope, observes 
only a snail region..
The vertical pattern of the antenna could be fairly 
sharp so that the rof0 power would be concentrated on the 
range increment being analysed, should power be i limitation«,
VIo What Does the Extra Resolution Cost?
At first thought, one suspects that tre extra reso­
lution provided by frequency analysis must cause 3ome loss in 
performance elsewhere« Tills does not turn out to be the case, 
however, if one is looking for targets which characteristically 
have a sharp frequency spectrumo Measurements with C.W0 radar
ifon airplanes show that the reflected ref0 power is typically 
inside a band considerable 1«««* thon in brrrd* Wo have 
o b s e r v e d t h a t  civilian traffic acts like point targets as 
far as doppler frequency spread is concerned,,
We conclude that all the power coming tack from 
point targets is received efficiently by the pre osed system«, 
Clutter noise and thermal noise are merely Mspread out” so they 
do not Interfere nearly as much as they would in an ordinary 
radar seto Thus, both resolution and signal detetability 
are improved simultaneously» Nothing new has b- n added to the
* Tom Gross, Raytheon Corporation«, Private doro unicatlon 
*** CSL Report. 1? * particularly Figures 1 and 20
Cl
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signals and noise coming from the Illuminated ground patch* 
Conventional radar cannot sort out the mixture of doppler fre­
quencies that arc really present. It Is thus Inefficient* The 
high aircraft velocity plus sensitive frequency filters make It 
possiole to sort out the different doppler frequencies charac­
teristic ol the different point reflectors and fc eat them 
separately. Thus,* Instead of treating the n rad> r echos received 
from one ground patch consisting of ra reflectors as just n echos, 
frequency analysis radar treats m sets of n echoo each.
We conclude that frequency analysis is equivalent to 
an extremely narrow beam radar* The only extra est is the 
complexity of processing the data, and this can well be cheaper 
than a geometrically narrow beam«
VII« Detection of Moving Targets with High Resoa.utlon Radar 
As mentioned above, the broad non«scan ing radar 
beam does not easily identify moving targets« They are 
detected, but are displaced in asimuth from tnei; true position 
by an amount depending upon the component of their velocity In 
the direction of the aircraft®
Moving targets ar® identified however, : r? they are 
displaced far enough to appear, whan judged by their frequency, 
to be outside of the geometrical beam« Thus, if a bank of 
filters extended both above and belox; the frequor yy rang© of 
the fixed ground targets, they would act as date-. ;ors for moving 
targets« They would no ; merely Identify the pro once of moving 
targets, but would - give their approximate radial vpeec t ;d
CONFIDENTIAL 15
direction»
V
Figure 7 shows how a Z bean with Z.O frequency bins 
in azimuth, repeated at each of 10 range sampler, will collect 
fixed target Information at about the same iate t n the rample 
of Figi.ro Z, since it is examining the same total, ground area 
at any one time®
Fig» 7 Doppler Radar with Slowly
Scanning* Moderately Narrow, 
beam» Moving target M 
appears at x®
A moving target M will appear, frequency-wise, to be at x* It 
Is moving toward the aircraft with a ground velocity sufficient 
to displace it out of the geometrical beam» Banks of filters 
located above and below the ground signal fil ;ex will detect 
such moving targets and present them on a separata display 
from the ground signals* They would be assignee- - ,n azimuth
1L i to lP • \ -»It-
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position,* however* of the center of the geometrical bean since, 
due to their unkown velocity relative to the gi ind frequency 
measurement can never give their exact azimu ,h position,.
This system requires frequency tr?r k:i • of the filter 
bank3 as the azimuth direction of the beam chafe ea, or as the 
ground speed changes© This same requirement is Iso present 
for the simple system of Fig* 2© Also, it requires extra filters 
to identify fche moving targets« The more si pi system of 
Fig« 2 should be easier to instrument«
VIII© Simple Methods of Getting Coherence It A i borne Radar
The practicality of the doppler high resolution radar 
depends upon the ease In obtaining a memory* ir he aircraft, 
of the transmitted pulse© This can be done xp* sively with 
a continuous oscillator plus pulsed power amplifiers, more 
cheaply with an echo box, or perhaps even more e oaply with on 
i«f© delay line© Suppose we wished to use the a mple system 
of Fig« 2 with the rang© gate set at ^ miles / I4.0 microsecond 
delay line will store the icf© pulse generat -d ring tiro 
"main bang13« When 5.t comes out of the line, it 111 be added 
to the received i«ft signal from tire ground, orv lope detected, 
"box-carred” and filtered© Such a delay lino s tem, tin ugh ' 
it can bo used at only one delay {an echo bo;,» herent L«0*, 
or power amplifier system can be used at man. d ferent delay 
times) la liar© no handicap, since the system only needs coherence 
for the one selected sample©
L i 9- 1 b
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IXe Use of “Second Time Around” Echos
The delay line system can also be used on “second 
time around echos”»- T io lire delays the transmitted puls© //l 
until some time between transmitted pulses #2 tv- i #3,. There 
it is added to a “second time around” echo from transmitted 
pulse #10 A side lobe may also give at this a a 3 time ,1 “.first 
time around” oclio from transmitted puls© //-2* B: rever, chare is 
no definite phase relationship between //l and # so that the 
echo from //2 will simply produce noise when add ; to the delayed 
pulse from #1* The second time around echo fro #1* however, 
being coherent with the delayed pulse, will pro.i ice character«» 
istic doppler frequencies« This system is esse ially the same 
as that described by R* A 0 Glaser of the Boeing ircraft Co» 
at the MTI symposium oi the Office of Naval Research, February 
28 and 29, 1952.
X • Audio Filters
The most promising audio filters at tl.s moment, seem 
to b© banks of resonant rods being driven either by magneto­
striction or by piezo« electric " forceso These nave 
A  f - ic cps at a resonant frequency of abou t 30 KC/sec,,, and 
in many ways are naturally suited to the p roller
* Raytheon Progress Report ior July and Augi it 951 on AN/APG*k3 
Contract NDas 51*706*
Von Vorhis, ONE Sympcsiura on MTI, Fetrncw ■; 28 & 29, 1952«,
J 19-1?
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A frequency multipllng device using rapid frequency 
scanning with a single filter siich as developed by the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories might also be adopted to this audio 
analysis problem«
XIo List of Principle Equipment for Testing a _ tmple System
(a) Aircraft capable of 150 to 200 mph« (at % - lj.5°» one 
can obtain 0*15 degrees resolution at )0 nph ground 
speed if one can resolve 10 cps dopplor frequencies)* 
The longer duration signals due to the lower ground 
speed make even higher frequency resolution possible«
(b) X«band radar, Q d  or 0a2 microsecond pulse, 10 KC/see. 
p©r©f* Modified antenna, to give 20° azimuth seam 
and perhaps a moderately narrow elevation beam width* 
APS«0L9 is a likely prospect* The p r«i\ should be 
adjustable over a considerable range so that tna 
ground signals will appear in the "window” in bhe 
inter-clutter spectrum*
(c) Delay line for 30 megacycle/seco pulses •, Band width 
5 megacycles® This can be obtainable commercially*
(d) Display C • R • T * - This can be made from a standard 
fixed coil PPI such as was used on the \PS-l5 radar*
It villi need .some special, though simple, sweeo 
circuits® Linear sweeps are adequate >r test purposes*
(e) Bank of 100 or so 10 cps filters* These filters will 
have to be built by hand®
(f) Commutator for Filter Bank* One must * amine the 
filter bank sequentially once every 30 dlliseconds*
The Raytheon design has about 100.magneto«striction 
filters complete with a rotating "stethoscope" which 
does just this job® This equipment, though not 
considered by Raytheon to be suitable fcr production 
could be used for experimental purposes. Unfortunately 
it will have to be built to oj'der®
(g) A hetrodyne system is needed to make tl filter bank 
effective at he required audio frecuaru y* This could 
b© adjusted b; iiand for an experimental set>? but 
automatic operation would be essential in service 
equipment* Frequency tracking technioues such as 
those used in the APN-66 would have to e used If 
automatic ope-ation is desired*
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